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Dancing
Dancing.  We have all seen those couples who do the amazing

orchestrated first dance thing – a sexy tango, a hot shoe shuffle,

not all of us are built for this and that’s just fine.   In fact (tell no one

I said this) you don’t even have to have a first dance.  FACT.  Or if

you do it can be less Celine Dion & more pogo-ing around to The

Pixies.   ALL GOOD.   But do be aware that your guests probably

won’t dance until you do, so get up on that floor regardless, even if

it’s with some buddies to do the Timewarp.

Finally, here is some sage advice  –  if you got married, the day

officially went right.  You have worked to supply your guests with a

wonderful day packed with food & fun, it is not your responsibility to

make sure they enjoy themselves.  That will happen whether or not

the cake falls over, the wedding car breaks down, or your

buttonhole got crushed.



Click the image below & go straight to my blog post, and feel tons better
about yourself. 

THE WEDDING INDUSTRIAL
COMPLEX AND WHY YOU
SHOULD CARE LESS ABOUT
WHAT YOU LOOK LIKE, AND
MORE ABOUT HAVING FUN

 

https://www.angelawardbrown.com/2017/07/10/seriously-look-amazing/


We've made a terrible mistake and can we
elope instead?

REMAIN CALM.  It can feel a bit much at certain points of the

planning process, and it's easy to lose sight of why you are doing

this. It's a declaration and a celebration, and it's all about you.  So

an idea is to make a list of three things each that are

your priorities (hopefully these overlap!) and use that list to guide

your decision making. 

 

Try not to get bogged down in the details.  I should probably be ex-

communicated from the wedding industry for saying so, but it's just

a day. A brilliant day, a day you will always remember, and

crucially a day you should get me to photograph OBVIOUSLY, but

just a day.           Enjoy it.


